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SUMMARY
This is an invitation to subscribe for the offer of shares in Community
Energy Birmingham Ltd – a not-for-profit community benefit society – in
order to fund the installation of solar photovoltaic arrays on community
buildings in Birmingham.
The total investment sought is £44,000
The solar panels generate clean and cheap, renewable electricity which is
provided at a generous discount to the host buildings. The surplus is then
exported into the local grid. Community Energy Birmingham earns revenue from
the Feed-in-Tariff payable on all the electricity generated, as well as from the sale
of the electricity to the host organisation. This enables us to repay the cost of the
installations and provide a fair rate of return to investors.
Surplus revenue is used to undertake further renewable energy or energy
efficiency projects. Being a society for community benefit we do not seek to make
a profit for ourselves or our investors.
However subscribers will receive a very fair rate of return. We plan for this to be
around 4% per annum. The minimum you can invest is £250 and the maximum
is £10,000.
This offer opens on 30th October and closes on 31st December 2018. There
is a pay-as-you-go scheme for small investors who want to spread their
investment over several months.

CEB’S OFFER TO POTENTIAL INVESTORS
The directors of Community Energy Birmingham are
delighted to introduce our second community share
offer, which will finance another solar PV installation
on a com- munity roof in Birmingham.

CEB has already financed six community solar PV installations, four at Ackers
Adventure, and two at the Moseley Exchange. The electricity they generate, and
the revenue received, show that the CEB business model is working well. We are
now building on our previous success. The rising cost of energy, and dwindling
fossil fuel resources, are huge challenges but also present opportunities. We can
generate our own electricity, retain the income locally, reward local investors,
and invest in local businesses.
Community Energy Birmingham is pleased to be working in partnership with EBRL
which is a local company with many years’ experience of installing solar PV panels
for both large and small customers. Website https://www.ebrl.co.uk
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This share issue seeks to raise funds to create more community-owned renewable
electricity. Individuals, organisations, local authorities and businesses can
subscribe for shares.
This is your opportunity to invest in a cleaner, greener future to:





build stronger, more resilient communities
help reduce CO2 emissions
contribute to energy security
secure a fair return on people’s savings

So please join us and lend your support to CEB’s renewable energy projects owned by the community, for the benefit of the community.
WHO ARE WE?
Community Energy Birmingham is run by a Board of Directors who come mainly
from the founding organisations of Sustainable Moseley (SusMo); Balsall Heath
is Our Planet (BHiOP); and Kings Heath Transition Initiative (KHTI). Between us
we have a wide range of skills and experience in project management, financial
management, renewable energy technology, marketing and communicating via
a range of social media, and we all have experience of volunteering in the
community.
The Directors;
Chair : Angela Cooper
Company Secretary : Dr.Beck Collins
Treasurer : Dr. John Newson
Other Directors: Phil Beardmore; Dr Graham Ryott; Simon Baggaley; Kathy
Hopkin; Shamsher Dharsani.

Angela

Beck

John

Shamsher
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You can read all about the Directors’
http://communityenergybirmingham.coop

Phil

experience

on

our

website

at

We would like to increase the number of Directors, particularly now as we extend our
membership through our forthcoming Share Offer. There are currently vacancies on the
Board for which suitable people can be co-opted at any time, or elected at the 2019 AGM.
Our History
Community Energy Birmingham Ltd. (CEB) was set up in 2011 by local people who care
about the environment. The idea came initially from Sustainable Moseley (SusMo), who
won a British Gas competition in 2010 to install PV panels on a range of community
buildings in Moseley. This led to the setting up of a cooperative to raise money for more
PV installations, by selling shares to investors.

Ours is one of many such community energy societies that were established to benefit
from a Government scheme called the Feed-in-Tariff. The FiT gives a reliable flow of
income to the owners of renewable energy equipment such as solar photo-voltaic (PV)
panels.
The buildings receive clean electricity in daylight hours when the panels are operating,
with any excess electricity not used in the buildings being fed back to the local grid.
The owner of the panels receives a payment for every unit generated, whether it is
used on-site or exported. Even though FIT rates have come down in recent years, solar
PV still provides a good return on the investment.
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Key Features of CEB









Community Energy Birmingham is owned by its members.
CEB is run by its Directors for the benefit of the community.
The Directors are elected by the members.
It has a single class of withdrawable share with a nominal value of £1.
Shares are not transferable (therefore they cannot be sold).
Shares may be withdrawn at any time, but only at the discretion of the directors
One member, one vote, regardless of the number of shares held.
No member, unless they are another Industrial and Provident Society, may hold more
than the maximum value of shares permitted by the society’s rules, currently
£20,000. In practice the directors may limit this to a lower figure: for example, for
this share issue the limit is £10,000.

Our Track Record of Completed Projects
Community Energy Birmingham currently owns six small solar arrays on buildings
owned by Ackers Adventure in Sparkbrook, and the Moseley Exchange.
Ackers Adventure is a registered charity and a social enterprise which provides outdoor
recreational activities to local and/or disadvantaged young people. For more details of
its work see www.ackers-adventure.co.uk
Solar energy benefits Ackers Ski Centre, the admin block, and the residential centre
where excess electricity is fed into the hot water tank for showers and washing up. The
180 panels of CEB on these roofs have dramatically cut the need to buy in electricity
from the grid.
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Moseley Exchange has two solar roofs that were put
up by CEB in 2015, having 62 panels. The Exchange
is owned by Moseley Community Development
Trust and the building is crucial to community life
in Moseley, being used by 68 groups for meetings,
offices and for co-working to start micro businesses.

Any excess power exported goes to help decarbonise
Moseley’s
electricity
supply.
Website
http://www.moseleycdt.com

All these solar roofs are registered with Cooperative Energy as our FIT supplier which pays an
income to the Society. We also charge the charities
low, fixed prices for the units they consume, and together these cover our costs.

Why you should join CEB
We are looking for investors who want to be part of a local enterprise that helps put
something back into local communities, while at the same time investing ethically, and
helping to tackle climate change. We expect to pay interest annually to our investors.
In 2017-2018 we paid interest of 4% to our existing shareholders. We plan to use any
surplus to promote our aims of carbon reduction and community benefit. However, as
a community benefit society the return we can pay will be limited since by law we
cannot pay more than is needed to attract and retain the capital required to carry out
our aims.
We are projecting an average annual return of 4% for the new share offer also,
although the directors reserve the right to vary this rate according to the financial
situation of the society from year to year. We shall register the new roof for 20 years’
worth of Feed-in-Tariff and charge an agreed, low sum for electricity (fixed for the
twenty years of the project) to the building occupiers. So, this is very much a long
term investment opportunity, rather than a short term one.
The CEB Board thinks this is a great opportunity for more local people in Birmingham
to get involved in our renewable energy projects. You can find out more at one of our
Share
Offer
Launch
events;
details
on
our
website
http://communityenergybirmingham.coop.
Social Benefits
Subscribing to Community Energy Birmingham should be seen as a social investment,
as well as a financial and environmental one. Your investment will fund the Society, to
benefit the community by the generation of renewable energy, the reduction of carbon
dioxide production and the saving of energy costs for community services.
The partner organisations benefit from a fixed low price for electricity which saves them
hundreds of pounds initially, and which builds with inflation to many thousands of
pounds over the 20-year period (compared to what they would pay for grid electricity).
This money will be available to them for other costs, such as salaries to deliver their
services to local people.
Any surplus income that CEB receives will be used to provide investment in further
renewable energy, or energy efficiency projects, that benefit local communities.
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The Proposed New Project
The project for which CEB is currently raising money is as follows:
Pioneer Group Headquarters Building
The Pioneer Group is a partnership of people and organisations based in Castle Vale
who have years of collective regeneration expertise, and have come together to enable
people and communities to flourish in a changing social and economic
landscape. Working closely with other local partners, service providers and
stakeholders, they are able to deliver community-driven, traditional and non-traditional
housing solutions, and essential support services such as youth and family support,
health and employment.
Through the Castle Vale Community Housing, they provide affordable social housing for
a large number of tenants in East Birmingham, and play a leading role in the
regeneration of the area.
More information about their work is available at
https://www.pioneergroup.org.uk/
Pioneer owns its headquarters, which is a modern building on Castle Vale High Street,
housing offices, shops and apartments. It has a pitched roof able to take 50 kilowatts
of solar panels, making it our largest solar roof to date. Because the building includes
homes as well as offices and shops, most of the power will be used within the building,
reducing its running costs considerably.

Please note that it is the housing association itself that will benefit and we shall not be
supplying or billing their tenants directly, as this would be too complex. The savings
will help this social landlord to be sustainable, and will keep its costs down, and its
rents at a reasonable level, in difficult times.
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New Project

Cost
in £

Capacity
peak KW

Expected output
KWh pa

Savings CO2
Tonnes pa

Pioneer Group

44,000

50

42,500

22.5

Future Projects
We also wish to identify other suitable partner organisations for the future. If you know
of a suitable building in your community, then let us know. CEB wants to support
organisations that provide useful services, but struggle to pay their running costs, so
we have put solar panels on community-owned buildings. We do not invest to benefit
local businesses such as supermarkets or pubs, which should themselves invest to
reduce their energy consumption, although we would be very happy to advise them
about this.
We are also looking for any other projects that save energy; reduce carbon
emissions; and help sustain services so as to benefit the community. We are open to
new opportunities, as long as there is a return to pay back our investment. Please get
in touch, via our website : www.communityenergybirmingham.coop

The Investment Opportunity
We believe that investing in Community Energy Birmingham is an excellent opportunity.
We want this opportunity to be available to everyone in Birmingham and we shall give
priority to residents of Birmingham on a first come-first served basis. For this share
offer we are limiting the maximum share allocation to £10,000 per person.

Financial Projection
The income from the generation of electricity in any year will depend on sunshine hours,
but over the 20-year life of an installation the income is reliably consistent. Based on
the Feed-In-Tariff rates published by the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial
Strategy BEIS, the gross annual income has been projected as shown in the Financial
Projection, along with anticipated expenditure.
It shows that the Society will be able to repay its shareholders and meet its expenses
with adequate cash flow over the 20 year period. This financial projection has been
produced for us by Shamsher Dharsani, one of our directors and checked by our
accountants.
See Financial Projection (next page), followed by our Terms and Conditions.
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SUMMARY
Profit
&
Loss
Projection
INCOME NEW
SCHEMES
Generation FIT
income
Export
FIT
income
PPA
income
based
on
consumption
at site & price
INCOME
EXISTING
SCHEMES
Generation FIT
income
Export
FIT
income
PPA
income
from
consumption
at site
TOTAL
INCOME
EXPENDITURE
Maintenance
& One Off
( inverters)
Admin
&
Governance
Expenses
General
Contingency
Reward
to
share Investors
Members
(Interest)
TOTAL
EXPENDITURE
SURPLUS
(-)
LOSS before AA
and Tax
Annual
Allowance
Taxable
surplus

Year
1

Year
2

Year
3

Year
4

Year
5

Year
6-10

year
1115

year
1620

Total
20 yrs

Notes
1
1,718

1,740

1,763

1,785

1,808

9,386

9,981

10,599 38,781
2

328

332

337

341

345

1,793

1,907

2,025

7,408

2,588

2,570

2,552

2,534

2,516

12,307

11,854 11,401 48,323

3

4
8,180

8,285

8,391

8,498

8,606

44,681

47,515 19,044 153,199
5

1,474

1,493

1,512

1,532

1,551

8,053

8,564

3,230

27,411

2,803

2,783

2,764

2,744

2,724

13,328

12,837 4,467

44,450

6

17,091 17,204 17,318 17,434 17,550 89,548

92,659 50,767 319,571

1,418

1,418

1,418

3,418

3,418

11,091

16,091 4,602

2,793

2,849

2,906

2,964

3,024

16,050

17,720 19,565 67,871

7
42,875
8

9
250

250

250

250

250

1,250

1,250

1,250

5,000
10

4,778

4,778

4,778

4,778

3,905

17,329

10,509 3,409

54,266

9,240

9,296

9,353

11,411 10,597 45,720

45,571 28,826 170,012

7,852

7,908

7,966

6,023

6,953

43,828

47,088 21,940 149,558

5,735

5,735

5,735

5,735

5,735

28,677

2,116

2,173

2,230

287

1,218

15,151
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12
28,677 28,677 114,707
13
18,411 6,736 34,851
10

corporation
tax at @19%
402
Capital Repaid
to
Shareholders
Balance
7,450
balance
carried
7,450
forward

413

424

55

231

2,879

3,498

1,280

15
6,622
16

-

7,496

-

21,825 -

7,542

15,857 6,722

27,457

13,492

36,948 27,899 114,129

6,642

4,679

17
28,807
18

14,945 22,487 6,630

13,352 26,844

33,486 28,807

Explanation & assumptions
Notes
All figures are calculated estimates, based on the operating model used for the Solar
Panels
1

FIT is earned from the FIT - a government scheme which pays for generating
renewable energy.

2

Export Income is earned from exporting back to the grid and paid by the fuel
companies. As the new Pioneer scheme is large and only the metered export amount
is paid. 85% is predicted to be consumed on the site and 15% exported.

3

PPA is income earned from the site owner who pays at an attractive low rate for 20
years compared to what they will pay on the open market.

4

FIT is earned from the
renewable energy.

5

Export Income is earned from exporting back to the grid and paid by the fuel
companies. In cases where the schemes are small, under 20Kpw it is assumed that
50% of generation is exported even if more that 50% is used on site. Where there
is a meter only the unused amount is paid for.

6

PPA is income earned from the site owner who pays at an attractive low rate for 20
years compared to what they will pay on the open market..

7

M & O amounts are based on £12 p.a. for each Kwp plus inverter replacement at
£2,000 every 10 years

8

This includes Corporation tax filing, Accountancy, internet/advert, training, all risks
insurances including directors’ cover, loss of profits, Moseley Exchange mail service,
FCA filing fee, Subs for coops UK membership. An inflation rate of 2% per annum is
assumed for all costs

9

This is for unforeseen costs. This is an adequate amount as most cost estimates are
prudent.

FIT - a government scheme which pays for generating

10 Interest is paid to shareholders annually at 4% p.a subject to it being affordable. It
is expected that the interest will be paid after a full year of operation after the new
panels have been installed.
11 Based
Surplus
onbefore
projected
corporation
balance tax
sheet
and
figures,
annualthe
allowance
Annual claims
Allowance as at Jan 2019 will
be £73,707, new investments £ 44,000. Total Available annual allowance £114,707
12 over next 20 years.

11

13 This is calculated and tax can be mitigated by timing annual allowance claims as well
as donating profits to create community benefit in line with objectives of the Society.
Some tax liability may still accrue and there is sufficient liquidity to pay this.
15 This is the estimated tax payable if corporation tax remains at 19%
16 Total share capital owed in 2019 is £119454. This figures is from existing share
capital of £75,454 and new share offer capital to be raised of £44,000. The capital
paid off at the end of the 20 year period is £114,129. The model assumes that shares
are redeemed periodically as the surplus accumulates. There is sufficient liquidity to
pay the balance of £5,325.
17 Period balance
18 This shows there is sufficient liquidity to operate the society without suffering cash
flow problems. There is sufficient revenue earned to pay back all the share capital
by the end of 20 years

Shares Offered
Your subscription is not a donation – you will receive shares and become a member.
The subscription price for each share is £1.
The minimum shareholding for which you can apply is £250 (250 shares of £1 each)
and the maximum is £10,000 (10,000 shares of £1 each). The Directors wish to attract
members who are committed to long term investment in CEB. Individuals, companies
and other corporate bodies, and nominees of unincorporated associations can also
apply.
There is only one class of share. Shares are not transferable, except on death or
bankruptcy, but we aim to be able to buy them from you if you wish to withdraw,
although this will be at the discretion of the directors depending on the financial
situation of the society.
This community share offer will begin on 30th October and end on 31st December 2018.

Terms and Conditions
This document is issued by Community Energy Birmingham Ltd 2018
Community Energy Birmingham Limited is a Society for the Benefit of the Community
within the meaning of the Cooperative and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014. Its
registered number is 31533R. It was incorporated registered with the Financial
Services Authority under the name CORE50 Limited in February 2012 and changed its
name in November 2014. A copy of the CEB rules is available on request or from our
website: www.communityenergybirmingham.coop
CEB is of community rather than private benefit in character. As such it is owned and
democratically controlled by its members, who are protected by its limited liability
status. Its constitution is in the form of rules approved by and registered with the
Financial Conduct Authority.
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The registered office is: Community Energy Birmingham, The Moseley Exchange, 149
-152 Alcester Road, Moseley B13 8JP.
Interest Payments

It is the aim of Community Energy Birmingham to benefit organisations that serve the
wider community, not to just to benefit members of the Society. However, the directors
intend to pay an annual return to investors of 4%, recognising that this is necessary to
attract and keep investment.
The Directors will advise on the rate of return to be paid to members and recommend
these to the members for approval at the AGM. The rate will be set in accordance with
the Rules at a level not exceeding the minimum rate necessary in the opinion of the
Directors to obtain and retain the capital of CEB. This level will be reviewed at the
Annual General Meeting following each financial year end.
Withdrawal of Shares

Subscribers who need to recover the value of their shares can only do so by withdrawing
them. This can only be done at the discretion of the Directors, who will need to consider
the financial position of the society. As time goes by, the society’s financial position will
become more favourable, as the income from the various installations accumulates.
There is no minimum or maximum length of time that you must remain a member,
although Community Energy Birmingham is looking for long term investors.
Withdrawals will be met from funds built up by CEB at a rate of around 7% per year to
offset depreciation over the 20-year life of the projects. As such, funds for withdrawals
will be limited in the early years of the project. It will also be possible for you to
withdraw just some of your shares, provided that you retain the minimum number of
one share, if you wish to remain a member. CEB may require up to 180 days’ notice of
intended withdrawals, in accordance with the Rules.
The Directors draw your attention to the Rules of the Society regarding their right to
suspend withdrawals or reduce the value of withdrawn shares, should the Society’s
financial position be unstable or weak at any time. You should only buy shares with
money that you can afford to tie up for long periods.
Redemption of shares

Our financial model requires us to return the value of all shares by the end of the 20
year period, when the FIT income finishes. The directors intend to do this by redeeming
shares in a phased way, preferably on a voluntary basis.
Voting

Community Energy Birmingham is owned by, and is accountable to, its members. All
members will have an equal say by having one vote at meetings of the members,
regardless of the size of their shareholdings. The Directors are elected by members to
manage the business and oversee the society and its projects.
Information on the progress of CEB will be disseminated to the members at an Annual
General Meeting of the members, Special General Meetings, and via the CEB website
and newsletters. Voting will take place in accordance with the Rules, which are available
to members and prospective members on request and can be found on our website.
Nomination Option
In the event of the death of a member, the face value of each share will normally be
added to the member’s estate for probate purposes. A member may, if they wish, elect
to nominate a recipient for their shares, and thus, under current legislation, remove
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the face value of these shares (up to £5,000) for probate purposes. An option for
nomination is available on the Application Form at the end of this Share Offer
Document.

Dissolution
In the event that CEB ceases to trade, members will be repaid up to a maximum of £1
for every £1 share owned, once all creditors have been repaid in full. Given the
circumstances that would lead to such an event, it is likely that each member will
receive less than £1 for each share held.
The Society has a statutory asset lock. This means that in the event of dissolution, the
remaining assets of CEB will pass to a similarly constituted organisation and not to any
individual(s).

Risks
All commercial activities carry risk. The directors have sought to limit and mitigate the
risks. Subscribers should take appropriate advice and make their own assessment,
whilst bearing in mind the social and environmental aims of CEB. As a Community
Benefit Society, the maximum return offered to members by way of interest will always
be limited.

The Directors wish to inform potential members of the following risks:












Risk capital: as a member and shareholder of Community Energy Birmingham
Limited you will own part of the Society. If the Society is unable to meet its debts
and other liabilities you could lose part or all of the amount invested. This
may make it inappropriate as a place to invest your savings.
Membership rights: when you purchase shares you become a member of the
society. You have the right to attend and vote at general meetings; elect officers;
stand for election as a director; and inspect the society’s share register. All
members have one vote regardless of how much they have invested so a simple
majority decides.
Withdrawable share capital: you can withdraw all or some of your investment,
subject to the rules of the society, which state the notice period for withdrawals.
You cannot sell or transfer your shares to another person. The directors have the
right to refuse your request for withdrawal if they decide it may harm the financial
stability of the society.
Share price: withdrawable share capital is non-transferable which means that
the value of the shares is not subject to speculation. Shares remain at their paidup value unless the directors decide to write-down the value of shares in order to
protect the financial stability of the society.
Rate of return on share capital: each year the directors will recommend what
rate of return should be paid on share capital. Interest is paid gross and is taxable.
It is the responsibility of shareholders to declare these earnings to HMRC.
Financial Conduct Authority: this share offer is exempt from regulation and
therefore does not require authorisation by the FCA. If the business fails
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shareholders have no right of complaint to the Financial Ombudsman or the
Financial Services Compensation Scheme.
Directors’ declaration: due care has been taken in preparing this offer document,
a process which has been overseen by the directors, who can vouch that the
information it contains is in accordance with the facts, and that there are no
omissions likely to affect its import.
The following are risks to the implementation costs, income receivable and
hence interest payable to members:
· The price of electricity can go down as well as up, and can be subject to sudden
unpredictable changes.
· The existence and value of the FiT is controlled by government legislation.
· The intensity of sunlight at any site is variable both on a short and long-term
basis. Long term changes to weather patterns may reduce energy availability
which could result in lower than anticipated levels of production.
· The projects may be delayed and/or there may be interruptions in the generation
of electricity due to unforeseeable technical, legal or financial matters outside
CEB’s control.
· The capital and operational costs are best estimates based on time-limited
quotations and thus subject to change.
· Operational costs may rise faster than anticipated during the life of the projects.
CEB will do its utmost to safeguard against the above risks through prudent
management practices, but cannot give any guarantees.
Financial Advice
Neither CEB nor its Directors are qualified to provide you with financial or tax advice.
Investors should seek independent financial advice.
Financial Services Legislation
Community Energy Birmingham is not an investment institution authorised under
FSMA, and does not accept deposits. You do not have the level of protection that you
are offered by investments covered by FSMA.
This document is an offer for shares that are not transferable securities. It does not
require an approved prospectus pursuant to section 85 of FSMA because the shares are
not transferable.
This document has not been approved by an authorised person because the shares are
not a controlled investment since they fall within Paragraph 14 (3) (c) of Schedule 1 of
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotions) Order 2005.
How to Subscribe
Becoming a member requires the purchase of shares; each share has the nominal value
of £1. The minimum shareholding is £250. The CEB directors are restricting this share
offer to £10,000 per person or per organisation and will prioritise Birmingham residents.
To apply to become a member please complete the enclosed form and send it with
an accompanying cheque made payable to Community Energy Birmingham, to
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the registered office given on the form. If you wish to pay by bank transfer, you are
asked to provide us with your bank details.
If you wish to apply on behalf of an organisation please contact CEB and request a
corporate member application form. If you wish to make a joint application with two or
more people, all applicants must sign the form.
Community Energy Birmingham will acknowledge receipt of your application and
payment. If your application is accepted, CEB will send you a share certificate
evidencing your ownership of the shares issued to you, to the address that you give on
your application form.
Sending in an application form indicates your acceptance and agreement to the
provisions of this document, which supersedes all other information (written or oral)
concerning CEB, the project referred to above, or the shares. Any prospective member
should ensure they have the financial means to fulfil their application.
The Directors reserve the right to reject any application, as per CEB rules. If the share
offer is oversubscribed priority will be given to local investors. The Directors also
reserve the right to allocate fewer shares than requested.
Your promise to CEB
You warrant, represent and promise to CEB that:
·

Your payment will be honoured on first presentation;

·

If you are an individual, that you are at least 16 years of age;

·

If you are signing the application for another person you will provide the Directors
with evidence of your authority to sign it, if they ask to see such evidence;

· You will supply CEB with proof of your identity and address, or, if you are a company
or organisation, those of your directors or trustees, if the Directors ask for it. They
may need to do this in order to comply with the Money Laundering Regulations 2007.
The Directors may have to hold back your shares until they see this information.
· You agree to be contacted for relevant purposes by e-mail if you supply an active
email address on your application form, and to notify CEB if it changes. CEB prefers to
contact members by e-mail because of the savings in time, money and paper.
CEB Structure
After taking advice, CEB was initially set up as an Industrial and Provident Society
(IPS). This is a particular form of cooperative that has an “asset lock” to safeguard the
stock and prevent it from being appropriated by either an individual shareholder or a
small group of shareholders. It also enables the members to raise capital to run the
business by means of a share issue, even though it is not a public company and is not
quoted on the Stock Exchange.
Under the Cooperative and Community Benefit Societies Act, 2014, industrial and
provident societies have now been reconstituted as societies for community benefit or
“ben-coms”.
There are now large numbers of cooperatives currently raising money for community
benefit through share offers to investors, and Community Energy Birmingham is in
touch with several of them. In particular we would like to thank Southern Staffordshire
Community Energy, Community Energy Warwickshire, and Brendon Energy for their
generous help and support.
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Community Energy Birmingham Limited - Society Rules
You will be bound by the Rules, which are available on request and on the website,
http://communityenergybirmingham.coo with respect to your membership and holding
of shares. Joint Members carry only one vote between them. In the event of a dispute,
CEB will recognise only the first named person of joint holders for voting purposes.
Directors of Community Energy Birmingham
In common with charities and many social enterprises, CEB is governed by a board
of voluntary directors:
Angela Cooper - Chair
Dr John Newson - Treasurer
Dr Beck Collins - Company Secretary
Other directors; Phil Beardmore; Dr Graham Ryott, Simon Baggaley, Kathy Hopkins;
Shamsher Dharsani
Advisors and Bankers to Community Energy Birmingham
Bankers: The Co-operative Bank plc.
Social Enterprise Advisor: Shamsher Dharsani
Legal Advice : Jonathan Richards, SGH Martineau LLP
General Advice: Cooperatives Community Shares Unit; Pure Leapfrog;

General Matters
The laws of England and Wales apply to this document, your application for shares,
the issue (or non-issue) of shares to you and any matter arising out of or in
connection with such matters. The courts of England and Wales have jurisdiction
with regard to any dispute, arising out of or in connection with this document, your
application for shares, the issue (or non-issue) of shares to you.
Data protection; Members’ details, as provided on their application forms or
subsequently provided to CEB will be stored on a computerised database and will only
be used for the conduct of CEB’s business and will not be disclosed to any third party.
Members may request a copy of the information held about them in CEB’s records, and
to require CEB to amend any inaccuracies.

Glossary of Terms
CEB / the Society

Community Energy Birmingham Limited

BEIS

Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy

Directors

The directors from time to time of CEB

FiT

Feed in Tariff. The rate paid under Government rules for the generation of
renewable electricity

FSMA

Financial Services and Markets Act 2000

HMRC

Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs

kWh

Kilowatt-hour, one unit of electricity

RPI

Retail Prices Index, a measure of inflation

Rules

The rules of CEB as amended or replaced

Shares

Withdrawable shares issued/to be issued by CEB
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APPLICATION FORM
Community Energy Birmingham Limited Share Issue 2018
Instructions ; Please print the form out and fill it in by hand, signing the declaration,
then either scan it and email to : enquiry@communityenergybirmingham.coop or
post it to Angela Cooper, Moseley Exchange, 149-153, Alcester Road, Moseley,
Birmingham B13 8JP
I/We wish to invest a total of ………………………………………… please state £ amount
(Minimum £250) In Community Energy Birmingham Limited, under the terms of the
Share Offer.
Application from an Individual
Surname
First names
Address
Postcode
Telephone
Email
Application from an organisation
Organisation name
Organisation type
Registered number
Address
Postcode
Name of authorised signatory
Office held
Declaration
I confirm that:
I am over 16 years of age and meet the offer eligibility criteria
I agree to be bound by the conditions of application, and by the rules of
Community Energy Birmingham Limited.
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I shall provide all additional documentation requested by Community
Energy Birmingham Limited concerning this application, including in
connection with money laundering regulations, taxation and other
regulations.
I understand that the directors of Community Energy Birmingham Limited
may reject my application and do not have to tell me the reason why.
If there is a cheque accompanying this application, I understand that it
will be presented for payment upon receipt and I warrant that it will be
paid in full on first presentation.
Signature of applicant or
authorised signatory of an organisation
……………………………………………………………………………………
Date …………………………………
Data Protection: CEB promises that the personal information you
provide on this form will be stored securely and only used for the
purposes of Community Energy Birmingham Limited. It will not be
disclosed to any third party.
Nominee
Please nominate a person to whom the value of your shares can be paid
in the event of your death:
………………………………………………………………………………….
Payment:
Please tick one of the boxes below to show your intended method of
payment:
Cheque made out to Community Energy Birmingham
Payment later, by online transfer from your bank
Payment by instalments, to be arranged
Please send your completed application and cheque to :
Angela Cooper, Community Energy Birmingham Limited, Moseley
Exchange, 149-153, Alcester Road, Moseley, Birmingham B13 8JP
Or if you prefer, you can scan and email it to :
enquiry@communityenergybirmingham.coop
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